Extracting useful knowledge from data provenance information has been challenging because provenance information is often overwhelmingly enormous for users to understand. Recently, it has been proposed that we may summarize data provenance items by grouping semantically related provenance annotations so as to achieve concise provenance representation. Users may provide their intended use of the provenance data in terms of provisioning, and the quality of provenance summarization could be optimized for smaller size and closer distance between the provisioning results derived from the summarization and those from the original provenance. However, apart from the intended provisioning use, we notice that more dedicated and diverse user requirements can be expressed and considered in the summarization process by assigning importance weights to provenance elements. Moreover, we introduce information balance index (IBI), an entropy based measurement, to dynamically evaluate the amount of information retained by the summary to check how it suits user requirements. An alternative provenance summarization algorithm that supports manipulation of information balance is presented. Case studies and experiments show that, in summarization process, information balance can be effectively steered towards user-defined goals and requirement-driven variants of the provenance summarizations can be achieved to support a series of interesting scenarios.
Introduction
With the development of data-generating devices and services such as intelligent mobile phones, tablets, sensor networks, and large-scale social network sites, it has become a common and important practice to collect, store, and aggregate large amount of data from multiple sources to generate useful information for users. Real-world examples include scientific workflow systems and crowd-sourcing applications such as open-source encyclopedia and crowd rating websites. The results produced by these applications are often used to help users make various kinds of decisions in both life and business. Therefore, as the stakeholders in these scenarios are desiring to get more information about how the application comes up with its results and how different data are contributing to them, questions such as how and why data were derived have often been raised [1, 2] . For example, how are different group of users (e.g., younger/senior users, male/female users, and users from different expertise areas) contributing the results? Furthermore, in order to get a feeling of the derivation process in a hands-on manner, users may also want to try discarding some of the contributions to see their original influence on the results. For example, users may discard some parts they consider to be scams or irrelevant, or they may discard some parts until only what they are interested in are among the inputs.
To answer questions like these, we may refer to the provenance of the data derivation process, as it records the context of data input and how the information was derived. For example, movie rating websites such as IMDB usually present estimated movie ratings by aggregating ratings submitted by a large number of users, whose diverse demographic characteristics, preferences, and previous reviews are all recorded as part of the provenance. We may use such information to analyze why the data derivation process has been executed in certain way or what are the influences applied onto the final result by different groups of users. To achieve this, provenance semiring [2] has been proposed and used to 2 Scientific Programming support both the storage and the analytical manipulations to analyze the influence of various data elements. For example, based on provenance semiring, we can support provisioning of the result according to hypothetical insertions, removals, or modifications to the input.
However, listing all recorded provenance in full all at once is not the proper way for users to understand the messages contained by the provenance, as the size and the complexity of detailed provenance information could be overwhelming. Approximated summarization of data provenance has therefore been proposed in [3] to reduce the provenance size by grouping multiple "similar" data provenance annotations as a single annotation through mapping. Intuitively, as annotations are being merged to form new feasible annotations, each annotation would have to symbolize more and more annotations from the original provenance. Thus, the information in each provenance annotations will become ambiguous. Although this would lead to a more concise and high-level representation, it might also cause possible losses in information content or ambiguity, since the grouped annotation no longer makes distinctions between the original annotations. Therefore, we need to find a way to retain useful information for the users in the summaries as much as possible.
Previously, semantic constraints that keep the grouped annotations make sense semantically are imposed such that only "similar" or "related" annotations may be grouped together. However, these are relatively loose constraints (e.g., annotations sharing at least one attribute in common may be grouped together) that are meant to keep the grouped annotations make sense, rather than to retain information that is useful for the users. On the other hand, to achieve a balance between provisioning accuracy and the size of provenance summarization, it has been proposed in [3] that the provisioning results derived from the provenance summary should be retained as much as possible compared to the one derived from the original provenance. Based on this requirement, the current provenance summarization algorithm in [3] searches for an approximated optimal provenance summary, by grouping semantically feasible annotations that will lead to maximum size reduction and minimal distance increment (combined with some weights), one pair at a time in a stepwise manner. However, in this constraint, only the deviation in provisioning results, which is but one of the consequences of the information loss, is considered. But again, the loss of information caused by annotation grouping has not yet been evaluated or dealt with.
Actually, in general data grouping tasks, where raw data are grouped in classes to cope with complexity, balancing the information amount and homogeneity of the grouped classes has for long been recognized as one of the key requirements by users [4] . We believe that this should also be the case for provenance annotation grouping. Users may want to have the freedom to express what kind of information they want to include (or exclude) in the summary. In other words, when choosing from different options of annotation groupings, the influence of size reduction and distance increment should be considered in the context of the information balance. Consequently, among some possible provenance summaries of similar size and distance, the one that preserves more "useful" provenance items for the users should be more favorable than the others. It would be of interest to investigate how we could take control of the loss of information content during provenance summarization and to see how it might affect the quality outcome of the summarization.
Contribution in this article is as follows: we present a novel algorithm for provenance summarization that adopts information balance as an additional factor for provenance summarization quality control. The new summarization process not only takes semantic constraint and provisioning distance into consideration but also uses information balance to dynamically assess the "usefulness" of the summary contents for users. We define a dynamic entropy based heuristic function that keeps the balance between information amount loss and homogeneity according to user requirement inputs as weights assigned to each provenance tuple. Case studies and comparative experiments on real-world datasets are conducted to show that, by controlling information balance during provenance summarization, our approach can allow provenance summarization results meet customized user requirements while achieving comparable or even better sizedistance performance with the previous works.
Preliminaries
We first recall some background of provenance information management, semiring provenance model, and the summarization of provenance from [1] [2] [3] before discussing our motivation and proposal.
Collection and Storage of Provenance Information.
Provenance information can be collected in various forms including scientific workflow logs, data access logs, file system records, and relational query logs. In other words, the raw form of provenance information can be highly heterogeneous (e.g., text files, tables, relational graphs, and time series) and both structured and unstructured information can be involved. In order to cope with the complexities and heterogeneity of these captured provenance information, we need to organize them in structural format. In the experiment part of this article, we consider the case of movie rating websites and adopt the widely used MovieLens dataset, in which users ratings from multiple sources are collected with automatic crawlers along with demographic information of the users. As Figure 1 shows, the raw provenance information collected is stored and managed in a relational database management system as a rating table, a movie information table, and a user information table. These three tables together provide information on which users rated which movies and the ratings they assign. We match the relations of the rows in these tables to the notations in semiring provenance model (e.g., Example 1) so as to reflect how each individual rating influences the eventual aggregation analysis result of movie ratings. To achieve this, we implement semiring algebraic structures (e.g., Figure 1 ) in our programs by organizing data items from these tables as different attributes of a semiring element class and indicating their roles in the provenance semiring expression (e.g., tuple annotation, value, and tensor). Thus, a set of instances of such semiring element class may be used to represent and store a provenance expression. In next subsection, we will introduce these roles and symbols as well as their meaning.
Semiring Provenance Model.
Our study focuses on the semiring provenance model [1, 2, 4] , but the same result can also be easily extended to other types of models [5, 6] . Semiring provenance model records provenance information with a finite set of provenance annotations, which can be understood as the basic data items or elements. For example, an annotation may be used to symbolize a row or a field in databases, a user of an information system, or a transaction recorded by the system, and so forth. The provenance information is recorded using these annotations as basic identifiers and organized as an algebraic structure called provenance semiring. Provenance semiring has been used to capture provenance for positive relational queries. In provenance semiring structure, the + symbol is used to describe the fact that some of the data item connected by the symbol are chosen for use, whereas data items connected by • will always be used together; the presence and absence of data during derivation are marked by 1 and 0 in the expression, respectively. As provenance semiring develops, descriptions of aggregation functions in the form like ∑ ⊗V are proposed to capture aggregate queries. In such forms, V records the value to be aggregated (e.g., SUM, AVG, and MAX), and symbolizes the provenance (annotation) attached on it. They are paired together with ⊗ to indicate the fact that describes the provenance of V . The pair ⊗ V as a whole is called a tensor. Tensors are collected together by the symbol Σ and symbolize the derivation process of aggregation. We use the following example similar to the one used in [1] to illustrate the use of provenance semiring.
Valuations and Provisioning.
Supporting the operation of provisioning is the main reason why provenance semiring is proposed and also its main design goal. Provisioning is the operation of computing the changes to the results by applying some user-specified modifications to the data. We may do this by alternating the truth valuations applied to semiring expressions. For example, in the expression 2 of Example 1, if we suspect UID 2 to be an abnormal user, we can then map UID 2 to false and calculate a new result based on the modified expression, thus discarding the contribution of UID 2 . In existing literatures, such operation is formalized as the notation of : [ ] → {true, false}.
Summarization through Grouping and Mapping.
As the derivation process gets more complex, the length and complexity of the corresponding provenance expression become more and more difficult for users to understand. Instead of offering the whole expressions to the users as raw information, provenance expressions should be summarized to reduce its size and highlight the major messages that need to be conveyed. It has been proposed [1] that the summarization of data provenance be achieved through a series of mapping of annotations. Put in simple words, multiple annotations are mapped to one common annotation so as to reduce the size of provenance expression (such mapping is denoted as ℎ( )). The mapped expression serves as a homomorphic but smaller form of the original provenance. During this process, the distinction between some original annotations is sacrificed for the reduced size of the whole expression.
Evaluate and Control Summarization Quality.
Previous approaches evaluate the quality of provenance summarization mainly by size, distance, and semantic relatedness of the grouped annotations. It is worthwhile to first recall these three existing considerations. The first and most obvious consideration size is simply the number of annotations of a provenance expression, which largely determines its complexity. The second consideration is the semantic similarities between annotations to be grouped together. To ensure that the grouping process and summarization outcome make sense, only similar annotations pairs should be considered for mapping. In Example 1, for example, we allow ID 2 and ID 3 to be grouped together only because they share the female gender attribute. In other words, we allow two annotations 1 , 2 to be grouped together as one annotation when they share some common attribute or characteristics.
The third consideration is the distance between the original and summarized expression depending on the output value of the expressions under the hypothetical manipulations specified by users. Given a set of user-specified valuation , a mapped valuation of will be built for the summarized provenance expressions (denoted as ). In [3] a function (combiner function) is provided to perform this mapping. In simple words provides descriptions about how summarized annotations will be discarded or retained in the mapped valuation according to valuation choices of the original provenance. For example, may decide that a summarized annotation would be discarded only if all original annotations it corresponds are discarded by the original valuation. The original valuation and the mapped valuation are applied on the provenance expression and its summary ℎ( ), respectively, and the differences of the resulting between and ℎ( ) are then collected and aggregated as the distance between them regarding the valuation. In detail, a function named VAL-FUNC would be needed to describe how such differences are collected and aggregated. Various sorts of function instances have been proposed to implement VAL-FUNC. For example, we may use the absolute difference between the two expressions values under the valuation as VAL-FUNC. Alternatively, we may introduce a function that returns zero if the two expressions produce the same output and one if any difference exits. For more choices of distance measures we refer readers to [3] .
Apart from the three existing considerations listed as above, we propose to introduce information amount as an additional consideration to reflect and support more user requirement. The distance between original and summarized expression measures the error introduced by annotation grouping in terms of end-to-end provisioning result value. On the other hand, in terms of overall information loss, we lose track of the information about the original provenance annotations and elements every time we group some annotations together, as the grouped annotation make no distinction between them and consequently the underlying provenance elements (e.g., tuples and tensors) would have to be mixed together. Due to users' changing requirements in various realworld applications, there are a lot of scenarios in which user requirements can be better satisfied by retaining or reducing the information amount of certain kind of provenance elements or annotations during the summarization. This quality factor has not been considered in the work of [3, 5] , and we will discuss more about how to measure the quality of the summarization in terms of its information amount in the next section.
Example 1. Consider three provenance expressions (inspired by and adapted from [3])
In this case, and are both summarized version of in the sense that ID 2 and ID 3 are mapped to an abstract annotation "Female" and ID 1 , ID 2 are mapped to an abstract annotation "Audience."
Both and incur decrease of information amount since information about the original annotations and tensors are mixed in the new provenance expression. However, whether such decrease is good or bad to the users depends on use cases and requirements.
Since computing an optimal summarization is #P-hard, [3] has proposed an absolute approximation algorithm for computing the distance between two provenance expressions, by sampling the possible valuations and an approximation algorithm to compute optimal summarization with respect to the first three considerations, but not the fourth, that is information amount.
Capturing User Requirements with Weighted Information Balance
Observing that user requirements for the provenance summarizations can be expressed as importance weights assigned to each provenance element, we could include information amount as part of the quality consideration of provenance summarization. To do this, we need a quantitative measurement to evaluate the amount of remaining information during annotation grouping and provenance summarization.
In this work, we introduce a generalization of entropy proposed by Guias,u in [7, 8] . Intuitively, as the process of data grouping goes on, the distinctive power provided by the initial symbols or elements is gradually lost and converted to the homogeneity of the newly grouped symbols or elements. Consequently, information amount represented using the grouped annotations as a whole will decrease. We could quantify the information loss by computing the difference of information amount contained in the initial provenance annotation set and the one after summarization. Let us suppose that we need to perform an analysis of a set of raw data items, for example, the set of provenance annotations. In this paper, we denote them as the set = { 1 , . . . , }. In order to allow users to specify their preferences over the annotations for being preserved, we allow a corresponding set of weights 1 , . . . , to be associated with the elements in , respectively. In order to reduce the complexity of , we consider the possibility that is partitioned into a partition (scheme of annotation grouping) consisting of sets with the form of
where are nonoverlapping subsets of whose union is the set of itself. The initial amount of information supplied by is defined in the form of the following:
Scientific Programming 5 where 1 , . . . , are the probability distribution that elements in are subject to.
However, as the original dataset is partitioned, the information amount contained in the partitioned symbols decreases. More specifically, the relation between the original raw data set and the partition can be described as follows (information balance [7] ):
Here I(P ) = −∑ =1 ( ) ( )log 2 ( ) is the amount of information supplied by the classes of partition P (e.g., the provenance annotations after summarization), and H(P ) is the degree of homogeneity of the partition P . After grouping, an amount I( ) − I(P ) of information is removed as the distinction between the annotations mapped to the same summarized annotation is lost. On the other hand, this lost part is added to the data homogeneity H(P ). For detailed definition and discussions on how to compute I(P ), we refer readers to the related work of [7, 8] .
Now let us consider how the variation of I(P ) and H(P ) may affect the outcome of provenance summarization in as the annotations are grouped together. It has been proved in [7] that I(P ) decreases as the grouping goes on whereas H(P ) increases. Therefore [7] also argues that when I(P ) = H(P ), that is, when the amount of remaining information is equal to the amount of information converted into homogeneity, some kind of balance is reached. However, in the problem of provenance annotation summarization, users may want to specify their preferred degree of balance between annotation preserving and grouping. For example, when users want to have a more high-level view of the provenance information on certain aspects of the provenance data, higher homogeneity values may be more preferable. On the other hand, users may also want to reduce the loss of information on certain part of the information which he might deem to be interesting or helpful.
When I(P ) < I(X)/2, we have I(P ) < H(P ), which can be understood as more information is retained rather than being converted to homogeneity. On the other hand, when I(P ) > I(X)/2, we have I(P ) > H(P ) suggesting that more information is being converted to homogeneity than is remaining. Therefore, we could measure the balance between information preservation and information homogeneity using I(X)/2 as a pivot point. To do this, we introduce the notation of information balance index as follows:
It is easy to prove that −1 ≤ IB(P ) ≤ 1. Intuitively, smaller IB(P ) value suggests that more information amount has been retained whereas greater IB(P ) value suggests that less information has been retained and the homogeneity is higher. In other words, IB(P ) measures the information balance status of a given partition P .
Let us now consider how IBI is relevant in our problem of provenance summarization. As provenance annotations are being mapped together, the underlying provenance elements (e.g., tensors and tuples) will also be grouped into partitions. If we treat each element of our provenance expression as one data element and the grouping of the elements due to annotation grouping as the partitions in [7] , we may then quantitatively measure the change of information amount during summarization. (1, 1), ID 2 ⊗ (3, 1) , ID 3 ⊗ (5, 1)}. By grouping ID 1 and ID 2 as Female, the grouped dataset becomes = {X 1 , X 2 } where X 1 = { 1 , 2 } and X 2 = { 3 }. Based on the probability (uniformed distribution or specified by users) and weights assigned to 1 , 2 , 3 by the users, we may compute the information balance index of = {X 1 , X 2 }, IB( ), according to (5) .
Example 2.
By continuously computing the information balance index of these groups, we may dynamically assess the amount of remaining information so as to support the decisionmaking of next annotation grouping operation. Therefore, users may express their requirements or preferences by assigning their preferred weights to each element. For example, users might assign higher weights to the "useful" provenance elements and lower weights to the "less useful" ones. Under this setting, provenance summarizations with higher amount of remaining information should be more desirable for the users. There exist many alternative ways for users to express their requirement; for example, users may assign higher weights to the items they are less interested in and encourage the amount of remaining information to be as low as possible. Figures 2 and 3 show the curve of IBI with respect to the iteration steps of the summarization algorithm in [3] under different configurations of aggregation function and combination functions. IBI grows as the provenance summarization algorithm iterates, since more and more annotations are being grouped and the amount of remaining information decreases. We notice that different aggregation function or combination functions may lead to different speeds or patterns of information balance index growth. To deliberately alter this trend towards users' requirements, we could choose mapping candidate based on the additional factor of information balance index.
Balanced Provenance Summarization Computation Algorithm
In [3] , candidates' mapping is chosen based on their candidate mapping scores defined as
where wDist and wSize are the weights for size and distance and Dist and Size are the rank of size and distance of summary after performing the candidate mapping. To include information balance into consideration, we could extend the original definition of candidate mapping score to have an extra item involving the influence of the information balance index, as the following definition shows:
The influence of information balance index (scoreIBI) here can be defined in various forms to satisfy user requirements. One of the simplest forms could be
where IBI and rIBI stand for the weight and rank (in ascending order or descending order) of the information balance index. When using the ascending order, candidate mappings that lead to lower information balance (i.e., more useful information is retained) will be encouraged, whereas the using of a descending order will encourage higher homogeneity. Generally, users can alternate the definition of scoreIBI to a form that suits their requirements best; for example, to dynamically adjust the influence of IBI, we could even make scoreIBI a function of the current information balance index value and number of steps as
where denotes the current step number of summarization.
On the other hand, in our experiment we notice that the introduction of information balance index score (scoreIBI) sometimes has negative impacts on the size-distance quality of the provenance summarization, since it partially undermines the impact of the original size score and distance score in choosing a locally optimal candidate mapping. To counterbalance this negative influence, we propose to guarantee the size-distance quality by considering the candidate mappings with top (or percent) best size-distance quality only. That is, we choose candidate that has the highest CandidateScoreInf among those with the (or percent) best original CandidateScore.
Based on the above considerations, we present a new provenance summarization algorithm (see Algorithm 1). To satisfy their requirements, users can provide their preferred ranking function, weight function, and top--percent selection function as input to the algorithm.
Algorithm 1 extends the existing approximated provenance summarization algorithm in [3] by supporting the additional functionality of consideration information balance, by computing additional IBI information on a selected set of candidate mappings. Since the remaining information amounts matters in our algorithm, we do not perform equivalence grouping at the beginning as is done in [3] . The algorithm constructs the homomorphism ℎ gradually in a greedy manner. The greedy decision is made according to the evaluation score consisting of considerations including not only size and distance but also our proposed IBI values. At each iteration, we examine a set of possible single-step mappings of two annotations to a new abstract annotation. For each mapping a homomorphism ℎ( ) of the current expression is computed so as to evaluate its candidate score and support the greedy decision. After that candidates of top-percent size-distance performance are selected and evaluated for their IBI scores. Notice that since it is #P-hard to compute the exact distance between 0 and ℎ( ), we approximate the distance value by sampling as is done in [3] . Right after that, the IBI scores of these ( percent) candidates are computed and the candidate with the best total score is chosen and used for annotation mapping in the current iteration. Of course, the consideration of size and distance is still involved here, and they need to be combined according to some user-specified weights. Our algorithms differ from the original summarization algorithm in [3] in the sense that we perform a two-stage search to find first some promising candidates in terms of size-distance performance before computing and comparing their IBI performances. This will help the algorithm remain temporally efficient in spite of the additional computation requirement of IBI. We Scientific Programming 
For every ℎ ∈ FeasibleMapping( ) Do (5) cand = ℎ( ) (6) Add cand to candidate set (7)
End For (8) selectedSet = cand from candidateSet with top percent sizedistance performance (9) For every cand in selectedSet Do (10) If candScoreWithScoreIBI( 0 , cand ) is optimal Then (11) prev = (12) = cand (13) End if (14) End For (15) End While (17) If dist( 0 , , Ann ) > TDIST Then (17) return prev (18) End If (19) keep performing the mapping of annotations and reducing the size of provenance annotations set and stop when TSIZE is reached or the distance exceeds TDIST.
Evaluation
We conduct evaluations on two typical use cases to validate the effectiveness of our IBI-driven algorithm (Algorithm 1) in terms of its ability to steer IBI curve towards user requirements and also the application potentials of the proposed approach. In Use Case 1, we observe how IBIdriven algorithm could effectively retain the information amount of "useful" items at reasonable costs of size-distance performance. In Use Case 2, we pay a first visit to the possibility of using IBI to improve size-distance performance of provenance summarization.
Use Case 1 (Retain Useful Items Using IBI).
In provenance expressions, there are often interesting or useful provenance tuples that users may prefer to be kept in the summary. For example, when provenance tuples annotated with some previously unobserved annotations start to occur in the retrieved provenance expressions, users would like to keep them in the summary to see how they differ with the previously seen ones. Another example is that users may want to retain some highly influential provenance elements (e.g., elements with outlier values and frequent attribute patterns), which could lead to significant deviations to provisioning results. To do this, users may assign higher importance weights to those tuples of higher interestingness and lower weights to the rest. In this way, grouping interesting tuples with the less interesting ones would lead to a more significant loss of information amount than grouping the less interesting ones only. Under this setting, it is obvious that provenance summarization with higher remaining information amount is more favorable.
This case study is to validate the effectiveness of information loss reduction by our IBI-driven algorithm and also observe the negative impact on size-distance performance by such reduction. The experiments for this case study were conducted using the MovieLens dataset for various configurations of weight, VAL-FUNC, and aggregation functions. We would like to point out that although only a subset of results are shown, the rest of the results which are not featured in this paper actually have similar characteristics.
In the experiment shown by Figures 4 and 5 , we assume that users choose "Cancel Single Annotation" valuation and the AVERAGE aggregation function. We assign equal weights to Size, Dist, and IBI and randomly pick 25% of the tuples in the provenance expression as "interesting" tuples and make their weights one magnitude larger than the rest. In Figure 4 , we choose a provenance expression with 200 tuples and compare the size-distance performance and information balance index curve of the results produced by the original provenance summarization algorithm in [3] (labelled as "PROX") and ours ("IB-PROX"). The blue plots and green plots stand for the results produced by our algorithm under the setting of = 5 (selecting only candidates with top 5 size-distance performance for information balance index comparison at each iteration) and = +∞ (selecting all candidate for information comparison). The red plots stand for the results produced by the original algorithm in [3] .
By observing the balance index curves, we may observe how effectively information balance has been controlled by our algorithm. In Figure 4 , information balance index curves of IB-PROX (green and blue) are significantly lower for summarization at all sizes than the original algorithm PROX (purple) (meaning more information content amount is retained).
From this trend, we may conclude that, by considering the information balance score, our algorithm can effectively alter the information balance index curve towards our desired bias (lower information balance index) to retain more information amount. Figure 5 shows the negative impact on sizedistance performance. It can be observed that the negative impact is not quite significant until the size of summarization is less than 100. On the other hand, by using the select-topstrategy, we can partially counterbalance this negative impact by sacrificing a certain amount of information loss reduction.
Use Case 2 (Better Summarization Quality Using IBI).
In Use Case 1, we show that information balance index curve can be effectively "pushed down" to encourage interesting items to be retained (or not mixed with the lower-weight items as much as possible), by sacrificing a certain amount of size-distance performance. Seeing this, one might naturally come up with the question "Instead of worsening the sizedistance performance, could we alternate the information balance index curve to improve size-distance performance? If possible, how?" It is reasonable to assume that if we could identify the "right" information that, when put together by grouped annotations, would incur less size-distance costs, then we are able to improve the size-distance performance by carefully choosing the weights assigned to each annotation. Admittedly, the definition or properties of the "right" information inevitably might vary due to the selection of valuation classes, aggregation function, datasets, and so forth. But it is still important to notice that we could build small successes one at a time in establishing specific correlations between information balance index and size-distance quality for some useful scenarios.
In this case study, we illustrate this point using the case of AVG aggregation. In this experiment we choose the "Cancel One Tuple" valuation class; that is, users may cancel one tuple (or more accurately, a tensor) from the provenance expression at a time for provisioning, and the combination rule is that if any tuple related to the grouped annotation is cancelled, the congruence tuple of the grouped annotation should be cancelled. In this case, we could notice an intuitive correlation between information balance and the sizedistance performance. That is, higher homogeneity (higher information balance index value) in each grouped annotation may have positive impact on the size-distance performance. This is because, by creating higher homogeneities, more "raw" tuples will be grouped and considered in the tensor congruencies of the grouped annotations. Consequently, for each provisioning operation involving the cancellation of tuples related to the grouped annotations, the congruence value of the grouped tuples to be cancelled is closer to the global average. Therefore, the inaccuracies introduced by cancelling the congruence value rather than the original tuple will be smaller.
To validate this, we perform experiments to check the effect of information balance manipulation on the sizedistance performance with multiple combinations of weights and information bias settings. All combinations demonstrate that, by encouraging higher homogeneity (i.e., higher information balance index values), the size-distance performance of the provenance summarization process can be improved. Due to space constraint, we show the representative results of the information balance index curve and size-distance (2) but with a bias towards "lowered" information balance index curve, and (4) IB-PROX with Size = 0, Dist = 0, IBI = 1, and a bias towards "raised" information balance index curve.
We could observe from Figure 6 that although setting (3) tried to lower the information curve and successfully did that until the summary size drops to around 200, it failed to keep the trend and became even higher than the original summarization process (Setting 1). This can be explained by the fact that we still have Size = 0.25 and Dist = 0.25 in Setting 3, so the bias towards a lower information balance index curve is counterbalance by the requirements of better size-distance performance, which favors higher homogeneity. This in a way reflects that there indeed exists a correlation between higher homogeneity and better sizedistance performance.
We can see from Figure 7 that, by "raising" the information balance index curve (Setting 2), the size-distance performance is significantly improved after when the summary size dropped under 150. Although a small amount of negative impact on size-distance performance can be observed from the diagram, the overall improvement by Setting 2 is still highly significant. Among the settings which deliberately alter the information balance index curve, Setting 2 is the only setting that performs better than the original provenance summarization process. The other two settings (Settings 3 and 4) both create negative impact on the size-distance performance. Moreover, from the performance of Setting 4 we may conclude that although higher homogeneity may help to improve the size-distance performance, it is not the unique determining factor that can settle the size-distance performance once and for all. The size-distance performance can be improved only when the goal of higher homogeneity is considered and balanced in the context of size and distance ranking information.
The above results are representative for the summarization of provenance expressions involving AVG aggregation function only. For other scenarios with different aggregation functions and combination functions, the IBI-driven strategies and weight values would have to be redesigned to fit the scenario. Users may further apply machine learning techniques to automatically generate such strategies.
Discussion
Being analogous to the data grouping process in statistical analysis, the summarization of provenance through annotation mapping causes loss of information as the data provenance is summarized. With the analysis and the alternative provenance summarization algorithm presented in this work, we show that such losses could be well defined, measured, and controlled with the concept of information balance during provenance summarization (e.g., Figures 2  and 3) . Consequently, information balance and the weights assigned to each provenance elements can serve as methods for users to specify and control the amount of information loss caused by abstract annotation mappings. The perspective provided by information balance differs from the traditional quality considerations used in [3] in the sense that it does not only focus on the end-to-end valuation error caused by the annotation mapping but quantitatively and statistically track the loss of information amount from the perspective of importance weight and information entropy.
In Use Case 1 of our evaluation, we observe that sometimes there exists a trade-off between users' preferred information balance bias and better size-distance performance of the provenance summarization. But still, information balance index (IBI) can be effectively alternated towards users' preferences at acceptable costs of size-distance performance deterioration if we could balance different considerations properly by tuning the heuristic weights used by the search algorithm. On the other hand, in Use Case 2, we may also observe that under certain cases the importance weights and information balance goals can be carefully chosen such that we could achieve an even better performance in terms of both size and valuation error distance by heuristically optimizing the information balance goal. It turns out that the performance of our algorithm in Use Case 2 can be even better in terms of size-distance ratio than the previous algorithms which considers only size and distance as heuristics information.
With these observations, we may come to the realization that information balance index is a promising additional measurement of provenance summary quality that can be effectively optimized according to users' requirements and that it is a powerful way for users to specify their additional goals during provenance summarization and even a promising way to improve traditional quality goals such as summary size and valuation error distance when skillfully used. These findings imply that it would be an interesting and fruitful research direction to explore other sophisticated ways of specifying and optimizing the information balance goals in provenance summarization. As the incentives of the changes in information balance index and importance weights assigned to each provenance elements may largely determine the outcome of the provenance summarization process, they may serve useful tools for domain-specific provenance summarization solutions to adaptively observe and manipulate so as to reach their additional quality goals.
Related Work
Data provenance [9, 10] has been proposed to record how data is generated, propagated, and modified by different users or system modules. Many studies have demonstrated the wide scope of application that data provenance is capable of [11] [12] [13] and also the challenges [14, 15] we are faced with while applying provenance technologies. Among these challenges, the evergrowing size and complexity of provenance data have become a significant obstacle for users to understand the messages inside. Therefore, several provenance summarization or compression approaches have been proposed. In [16] , an interactive way for exploring large provenance graph has been proposed to control the complexities presented to the users. In [17] the authors proposed to compress provenance graphs in a lossless manner so as to reduce spatial cost. In [18] , abstract provenance graphs have been proposed to provide a homomorphic view of the provenance data to help users spot useful information. The most recent work of [3] proposed summarizing provenance data through a series of annotation mapping. However, to the best of our knowledge no existing works on provenance summarization consider the variation of information amount during provenance summarization, and none of the existing approaches allows users to control the loss of information or balance between homogeneity and information completeness by controlling entropy-like indices.
On the other hand, although the concept of entropy and its related derivatives have been successfully applied to a wide range of problems related to summary and compression [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , our work is the first attempt to try to involve the computation and control of entropy measurements with the user requirement specification during approximated provenance summarization. We believe that by allowing more flexible control of approximated data provenance summarization using entropy measurements, a wide scope of provenancerelated tasks, for example, provenance based access control rules retrieval [24] , provenance visualization [25] , and provenance storage [26, 27] , can be performed both more effectively and more efficiently.
Conclusion
More dedicated and diverse user requirements can be expressed and considered by the provenance summarization process by assigning importance weights to provenance elements. Information balance is introduced to measure the change of information content amount during provenance summarization process and included as part of the quality evaluation to achieve user goals defined in terms of biases on information balance. Experiment results show that IBI can be effectively manipulated at reasonable size-distance costs. As future work, promising directions include exploring more possible use cases of information balance driven provenance summarization and consequently new definitions of IBI score, weight evaluation function, and scenario-specific information balance index manipulation strategies, using domain knowledge and even machine learning techniques. It is also an important potential direction to explore how information balance information can be used to improve provenance summarization quality in more general cases.
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